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*data = malloc(40);

int f = open("file.txt", S_USR, O_RDRW);

char data[2];

read(data, 1, f);

close(f);

return data[1]*2;

*data = malloc(40);

int f = open("file.txt", S_USR, O_RDRW);

char data[2];

read(data, 1, f);

close(f);

return data[1]*2;

Software verification process by means of 
sequentialization

Concurrently threaded version

int j = sin(1);

int x = cos(5);

result = f1(count(), count());

int calc = result*x;

Sequentialized source code

1
int j = sin(1);

int x = cos(5);

int f1_arg0 = count();

int f1_arg1 = count();

result = f1(f1_arg0, f1_arg1);

int calc = result*x;

1

22

The input program (multithreaded) is transformed into a sequentialized version as 
one linear program. Black lines indicate switching back and forth between threads.

Transformed into
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Within the sequentialized version we simulate context switches by inserting statements 
in between as many lines as possible. The better the sequentialization – the more 
faithful the software verification is.

Sequentialization process

Sequentialized source code

We insert context 
switching simulation 
calls here

int j = sin(1);

int x = cos(5);

int f1_arg0 = count();

int f1_arg1 = count();

result = f1(f1_arg0, f1_arg1);

int calc = result*x;

1
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Recall our the original source code before it was transformed (sequentialized).

Sequentialization is easy clearly, so what gives?

Sequentialized source code

int j = sin(1);

int x = cos(5);

result = f1(count(), count());

int calc = result*x;

1
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This is where the trouble begins… sequentializing this is trivial as we have shown.

Sequentialization is easy clearly, so what gives?

f1(count(), count());
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This is where the trouble begins… sequentializing this is trivial as we have shown.

Doing it right is another story...

Sequentialization is easy clearly, so what gives?

f1(count(), count());
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Programs written in C can contain unspecified but legal
behaviour. What should this program’s output be?
Given a trivial program which relies on a counting variable for global state:

#include<stdio.h>

int counter = 0;
int count()
{

counter++;
return counter;

}

int f1(int x1, int x2)
{

return x1*2+x2;
}

int main()
{

result = f1(count(), count());
printf("Result=%d\n", result);

return 0;
}
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f1(count(), count())

Given a trivial program which relies on a counting variable for global state:

Programs written in C can contain unspecified but legal
behaviour. What should this program’s output be?

#include<stdio.h>

int counter = 0;
int count()
{

counter++;
return counter;

}

int f1(int x1, int x2)
{

return x1*2+x2;
}

int main()
{

result = f1(count(), count());
printf("Result=%d\n", result);

return 0;
}
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f1(count(), count())

Given a trivial program which relies on a counting variable for global state:

Programs written in C can contain unspecified but legal
behaviour. What should this program’s output be?

#include<stdio.h>

int counter = 0;
int count()
{

counter++;
return counter;

}

int f1(int x1, int x2)
{

return x1*2+x2;
}

int main()
{

result = f1(count(), count());
printf("Result=%d\n", result);

return 0;
}

Astoundingly,
there are two

answers!
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f1(count(), count())

Given a trivial program which relies on a counting variable for global state:

Programs written in C can contain unspecified but legal
behaviour. What should this program’s output be?

#include<stdio.h>

int counter = 0;
int count()
{

counter++;
return counter;

}

int f1(int x1, int x2)
{

return x1*2+x2;
}

int main()
{

result = f1(count(), count());
printf("Result=%d\n", result);

return 0;
}

f1(1, 2) == 4 f1(2, 1) == 5

Clang to the left, gcc to the right (both are legal)
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Which parts of underspecified behavior show differing results in evaluation orderings 
and with which compilers/verifiers.

State of practice: What is affected  in reality?

A testing framework, cbtester.py, was put together 
which takes an input program complete with assert() 
statements and run it through several compilers and 
verifiers to check assertion failures and passes. 
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For each standard flag, we would test each optimization level supported by the 
compiler/verifier*

*None of the verifiers support specifying these flags

State of practice: The testing procedure

cbtester.py testing suite

Left-to-right

#include<assert.h>
#include<stdio.h>
int counter = 0;
int count() {
    counter++;
    return counter;
}
int f1(int x1, int x2) {
    return (x1*2)+x2;
}
int main() {
    int result = f1(count(), count());
    assert(result == 4);
    return 0;
}

📜

gcc

--std=c99

cbmc

clang

...

--std=c89

--std=c99

--std=c89

-01

-02

-01

-02
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For a given source file we would get tabulated results of how each compiler behaved, 
a pass or a failure.

In this case failing the left-to-right check means the compiler does not evaluate from 
left-to-right, passing means it does.

State of practice: Tabulating results

cbtester.py testing suite

📜

gcc

--std=c99

cbmc

clang

...

--std=c89

--std=c99

--std=c89

-01

-02

-01

-02
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Unspecified behavior affects the order of evaluation in the following syntactical 
components of C:

Which parts of C are affected by unspecified behaviour?

f(count(count()), count())

f(count()) + f2(count(), count())

{count1(), count2(), count3()}Function call argument evaluation

List initializers

Binary operations
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Given a function call like: f(count1()+count1(),count2()), we apply the following 
transformation procedure:

Setting up status and evaluation variables

static int magic_0;
magic_0 = (0);

static int __cs_preinliner_0_status;
__cs_preinliner_0_status = (1);

static int __cs_preinliner_0;
__cs_preinliner_0 = (0);

static int i_0;
i_0 = (0);

static int n;
n = (5);

Here we have three things.

Status variables, evaluation 
variables, loop counter, magic 
and arg count.
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We create a loop that will iterate over each of the expressions in the function call f().

We setup a loop for each present argument

for(i_0 = 0; i_0 < n; i_0++)

//
// The loop body goes here (will be explained next!)
//

}

// Explained later...
__CPROVER_assume(....)
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We create a loop that will iterate over each of the expressions in the function call f().

We setup a loop for each present argument

for(i_0 = 0; i_0 < n; i_0++)

//
// The loop body goes here (will be explained next!)
//

}

// Explained later...
__CPROVER_assume(....)

Loop condition

Loop body

Loop termination
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At each round, we source some non-determinism to give each branch a chance to 
execute.

The loop body: Evaluating arguments with magic

magic_0 = (nondet_uint());

if (((magic_0 == 0) && __cs_preinliner_0_status) && 1)
{

static int __cs_retval__count1_0;
{

counter++;
__cs_retval__count1_0 = (counter);

}
         ;

__cs_preinliner_0 = (__cs_retval__count1_0);
__cs_preinliner_0_status = (0);

}

nondet_uint() sources 
non-determinism for us

The magic value then gives each 
branch a chance to execute only 
if it has not been executed 
already

We then store the evaluated 
value in a pre-inlined variable 
and set this branch to done.
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For these we add extra conditions that must be evaluated before this branch can (to 
ensure the garbage values are not used).

This branch requires that the first and second branches must be evaluated before 
this branch will be evaluated.

Some arguments have dependencies

if (((magic_0 == 2) && __cs_preinliner_2_status) &&
((__cs_preinliner_1_status == 0)     &&
(__cs_preinliner_0_status == 0)))

{
__cs_preinliner_2 = (__cs_preinliner_0 + __cs_preinliner_1);
__cs_preinliner_2_status = (0);

}

Set this branch to 
completed as usual
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This guarantees each argument will be evaluated at least once, irrespective of the 
ordering chosen by CBMC in each possible permutation.

Ensuring that each argument is evaluated, irrespective of 
the order

__CPROVER_assume(__cs_pc_cs[0] >= 1);
                         
                                   
__CPROVER_assume(

(__cs_preinliner_0_status == 0) && 
(__cs_preinliner_1_status == 0) && ..

);

Status variables must 
be set to 0 here.

__CPROVER_assume()

Uses CBMC to ensure 
that the given condition 

must be met upon arrival 
at the clause

This implies that each if-branch 
must have been run.
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Several such C programs were run with (tristan) and without (vanilla) the 
transformation with the following results:

Concurrent program benchmarks
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That’s all folksThat’s all folks

Make sure you come to see my demo of it this Friday 🍻️

(hint: It’s pretty cool – Python2 too!)
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